SECRET HISTORY OF 325G

1. Msg, WD-5-6-E, 13 Oct 56, Sg 55.


13. LtR (C/O3), Gen Ewan, Executive VP You-Know-Brandridge Corp, no subj, 29 Oct 56.

14. MTR (C/O3), WD 56 to WD and WD, subj: Operational Concept for US 1176, 9 Nov 56.

15. WD (DD Form 55), undated relating to above subject.
16. IMS (DD Form 95), Col Robert D. Lovers to Col Sheppard, 9 Nov 56.


18. Excerpts from Committee Reports NAS-ARDC Study Group on Research and Development Objectives For the United States Air Force (C/03), 1957.

19. Memorandum for Colonel Terhune (C/03), from MajGen B. A. Schriever, subj: A33, 4 Feb 57.

20. DF (C/03), WDT to JFTR and WDG, subj: Intelligence Data Handling System Support for WS-117L, 20 Feb 57.

21. Memo for Col Terhune (C/03), from Col Frederic C. E. Oder, subj: Con'tector Competition - WS 117L, 26 Feb 57.


23. DF Form 613 (C/03), R&D Project Card, Short Title: WEPARS 117L, 2 Apr 57.

24. DF Form 613 (C/03), R&D Project Card, Short Title: N33FARS, WS 117L, 2 Apr 57.

25. DF Form 613 (C/03), R&D Project Card, Data Processing Subsystem for WS, WS 117L, 2 Apr 57.


27. Dupe -replied

28. DF, WDRD to NCPTF, Mr. Romeo, subj: Approval of a Feasibility Study, ca 1 May 57, w/l incl: Draft Statement of Work.

29. Memorandum for Col Terhune (C/03), WDRD, subj: Preparation of Preliminary Operational Concept for 117L, 23 May 57.


32. Ltr, WDRD to BrigGen Donald P. Graul, C00dr RADC, no subj, 5 Sep 57.

33. Memo for WDT from WDRD, Col J. L. Hamilton, subj: Visit by Brigadier General Donald P. Graul, C00dr RADC, 16 Sep 57.
36. LtR, RADC, BrigGen D. P. Greal, to Director of Procurement, RADC, sub: Source Selection; WS 117L Subsystem I, 11 Jan 58.
38. Msg, WDER 1-6-Z, 15 Jan 58.
40. DF, WDER to WDF, WLR, WDCM and WDF, sub: Survey of Research and Development of USAF Intelligence and Reconnaissance Functions, 31 Jan 58.
45. DF (C/Gp3), HCFA to HCFA, sub: Weekly Diary - 21 thru 27 Feb 1958, 27 Feb 58.
47. Memo System 117L Program Status Report (C/Gp3), As of 15 Apr 58.

52. Msg (C/Op3), WDESC 6-17-7, 13 Jun 58.


57. Msg (C/Op3), AFQG-00-A 53126, 102050Z Jul 58.


70. Msg (C/Op3), WDC-11-8-8, 11 Oct 58.
71. Msg (C/0p3), WDPF-10-1-E, 22 Oct 58.
73. Sentry Program Status Report (S/0p3), Month Ending 31 Oct 58.
74. Ltr (C/0p3), WDZM, sgd MajGen H. A. Schriever, to Mr. Aaron H. Katr, The RAND Corporation, no subj, 3 Dec 58.
75. Ltr (C/0p3), WDZM, sgd MajGen R. A. Schriever to BrigGen Donald P. Grand, Comdr, NASC, no subj, 3 Dec 58.
77. Msg (C/0p3), WDEZ 12-25-Z, 29 Dec 58.
78. Msg (C/0p3), APCTI 5522, 141547Z, Jan 59.
79. ARPA Order No. 9-58 and Amend No. 7, 19 Jan 59. (ARPA Order No. 9-58 and Amendments Nos 1 to 6 are contained in Document Volume 1-1-3.)
82. Msg (S/0p3), APCTI T. S. 3652, 051015Z, Feb 59.
83. DCD Directive No. 5129-1, 10 Feb 59.
87. Ltr, ADC (KRAVA), sgd MajGen George E. Price, to Comdr ADC, subj: Support of Space Program, 13 Feb 59.
89. ARPA Order No. 9-58 and Amend No. 8, 15 Feb 59.
90. MSR, WDZM, subj: Call from Colonel Hart to Colonel Hamilton, 17 Feb 59.
   (See Memo from ARPA, 13 Feb 59.)
94. Ltr (Uncl v/o Uncl), WDZS, sgd Brig Gen Itland, to MajGen H. E. Watson, Dep Asst CofS for Intelligence, no subj: 27 Feb 59, v/1
   Inc: WDZS Memo for Gen Itland (C/Gp3), 19 Feb 59.
96. EOD Directive No. 5105.15 (FOUO), 17 Mar 59.
97. Ltr, WDG, sgd MajGen B. A. Schriever, to Comdr 1st Missile Division, subj: Support Requirements for the Sentry Program, 19 Mar 59.
100. ARPA Order No. 9-58 Amend No. 9 (C/op3), 1 Apr 59.
101. Msg (C/Gp3), WDZS-3-32-E, 1 Apr 59.
102. ARPA Order No. 9-58 Amend No. 10 (C/op3), 3 Apr 59.
103. Memorandum for Deputy, Director and Chief of Comparable Officers, from DA, sgd MajGen Jacob E. Smart, subj: Responsibility for Space Projects, 6 Apr 59.
104. Ltr (C/Gp3), Eq 1st Missile Div, sgd MajGen David Wade, to AFDAT, subj: Support Requirements for the Sentry Program, ca 13 Apr 59.
105. ARPA Order No. 9-58 Amend No. 11 (C/Gp3), 14 Apr 59.
110. Msg (C/Gp3), AFDAT 51470, 291417Z May 59.

113. Msg (S/Gp3), RDECR-12-6-61-F, 122050Z Jun 59.


115. GO No. 5/ ARDC 17 Jun 59.


117. ARPA Order No. 9-50 Amend No. 12, 1 Jul 59.


120. Ltr (FARO), agd LtCol George H. Matthews; subj: Telephone between Colonel Winstrom and Lt Colonel Warren this office, 22 Jul 59.

121. ARPA Order No. 9-60 Amend No. 13, 30 Jul 59.

122. Ltr (S/Gp3), ARDC, subj: Telephone Call from General Schriever to General Ritland, 31 Jul 59.


127. Ltr (S/Gp3), WDFCR, agd Col Frederick C. E. Cier for Mr. Gen O. J. Ritland, to Director, ARPA, subj: ANHY Progress Report for the Month of July 1959, 7 Aug 59.


129. Ltr (S/Gp3), WDI-8-3-1, 19 Aug 59.

130. Ltr (S/Gp3), WDI-8-3-2, 25 Aug 59.

133. ARPA Order No. 9-60 Amend No. 14, 27 Aug 59.

134. Ltr (S/Op3), DSSP, sgd Col John F. Batjer, subj: Interpretation of Letter from Vice Chief of Staff, 3 Sep 59.


139. Msg (S/Op3), DEF 965117 from ARPA, 101736Z Sep 59.

140. Ltr (S/Op3), LtGen B. A. Schriever to Gen Thomas D. White, no subj, 15 Sep 59.


142. Memorandum for The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (C/Op4), subj: Coordination of Satellite and Space Vehicle Operations, 18 Sep 59.

143. Ltr (POUO), from Hq USAF sgd Gen Curtis E. LeMay, to Comdr ARDC, subj: Air Force Responsibilities to Other Elements of the DOD for Space Systems, 21 Sep 59.

144. Agreement for Coordinated Peacetime Operation of the Pacific Missile Range, 22 Sep 59.

145. GO No. 207 ARDC 25 Sep 59.

146. ARDC Movement Order No 1, 4999th Data Processing Squadron, 30 Sep 59.


152. AREA Order No. 9-60, Amendment No. 15, 8 Oct 59.
157. Mission Statement 5994th Test Wing (S/Op3); AFMAC (ARDC), 26 Oct 59.
159. Msg (S/Op3), WDE30-11-1-1, 3 Nov 59.
160. MFR (S/Op3), subj: SADOS, MIDAS and DISCOVERER Programs, 6 Nov 59.
163. ARDC Form 111, subj: Advanced Reconnaissance System, 13 Nov 59.
167. AREA Order No. 9-69, Amendment No. 16 (S/Op3), 3 Dec 59.
168. Ltr (C/Op3), WDE to STL (Mr. Kettler), subj: Operational Concept for Military Satellite Systems, 4 Dec 59.
170. DOC Memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) (C/Op3), 7 Dec 59.

173. Msg (C/Q3), fl Eq USAF, AFTAP 95614, 0:0092 Dec 59.


175. Msg (S/Q3), SAC Offutt AF to Cofs Eq USAF, VC 5540, 161725A Dec 59.

176. Msg (S/Q3), SAC Offutt AF to ANGC, VC 5541, 161725 Dec 59.

177. Ltr fn Cnvr, AEUC to General Thomas S. Power, CINCUSAC, no subj, 15 Dec 59.


179. Msg (S/Q3), fl Eq USAF AFIC 98212, 2121412 Dec 59.

180. Msg (S/Q3), fl Eq USAF to SAC, AFCC 96219, 2121552 Dec 59.

181. Msg (S/Q3), fl CINCUSAC, D1 5919, 303002 Dec 59.

182. Msg (S/Q3), fl AEUC to Eq AEUC, NDIC-12-15-2, 31 Dec 59.

183. Msg (S/Q3), fl SAC to Cofs, info: AEUC, VC 0206, 1 Jan 60.

184. Msg (C/Q3), fl ACC to AEUC, AEUC-P-1, 0419222 Jan 60.

185. Msg (S/Q3), fl AEUC to AEUC, NDIC-1-14-2, 0421242 Jan 60.

186. Msg (C/Q3), fl Eq USAF, AFTAP 6015, 0722512 Jan 60.


188. Ltr (S/Q3), SAC to Cofs USAF, VC 0706, 29 Jan 60.

189. Ltr, AEUC (LTT), to WDU, subj: Visit of ACD Advisory Group on Electronics (Baker Committee), 27 Jan 60, v/o Itch 1 of 2 Itches: Agenda.

190. Msg (S/Q3), CINCUSAC to Eq USAF, info: ARNC and AEUC, VC 0347, 2816220 Jan 60.

191. Msg (C/Q3), fl USAF to Cofs AEUC, Info: CofsAEUC AEUC, AFTAP 601236, 30121312 Jan 60.
192. Ltr (S/Cp3), USAF to HQ USAF (AFDAR, subj: Transmittal of Discoverer, SAMOS and MIDAS Development Plans, 30 Jan 60.

193. Msg (S/Cp3), TDRC to COFF, info: ARDC, WDZY-1-6-2, 1 Feb 60.

194. LTRD Report (S/Cp4), Suggested Thorad/Agena Combination for SAMOS Program, 11 Feb 60.


196. Msg (S/Cp3), USN to CUSAC, JCO-2-1-2, 16 Feb 60.

197. Chronicity (S/Cp3), 17 Feb 60.

198. Msg (S/Cp3), TDRC to AFDC and ARDC, AFDDP 73993, 271722Z Feb 60.

199. Ltr (S/Cp1), USN to ARDC, subj: Joint French - U.S. Military Satellite Project, 22 Feb 60.


204. Ltr, ARDC, and MajGen James Ferguson to AFRMD, subj: User Participation, 12 Apr 60, w/1 Atch: Policy Statement.

205. Memorandum for Secretary of the Air Force (S/Cp3), cmd Herbert F. York, subj: SAMOS, MIDAS and DISCOVERER Research and Development Programs and Development/Operational Plans for SAMOS and MIDAS Programs, 20 Apr 60.

206. Ltr (S/Cp3), Lockheed Corporation to AFRMD, subj: Augmented Re-Entry and Recovery Program, 19 May 60, w/1 Atch: Proposed Augmented Re-entry & Recovery Program.

207. Msg (S/Cp3), TDRC to ARDC, WDZY-5097, 24 May 60.

208. Ltr (S/Cp3), DAF (AFDAR-A2) and MajGen Roscoe C. Wilson, subj: Exploitation of Initial SAMOS Date, 1 Jun 60.

209. Msg (S/Cp3), TDRC to INDD, Sunnyvale, Calif, WDZY-5271, 1 Jun 60.

210. Ltr (S/Cp3), ARDC (IDX), cmd MajGen James Ferguson, subj: Exploitation of Initial SAMOS Data, 1 Jun 60.

211. Briefing Charts - 1 Jun Guidance (Gen Wilson ltr).

213. Ltr (S/Gp3), fn CINCAC to LtGen Bernard A. Schriever, Comdr ARDC, no subj, 16 Jun 60, v/1 Atch: CINCAC Ltr to Gen Thomas D. White, 16 Jun 60.


216. Ltr (S/Gp3), AFCIN to AFOSQ (Gen Smith), subj: Letter of Nonconcurrence, 21 Jun 60, v/o Atchs.


218. Ltr (C/Gp3), SAC HXPF, AC, to Maj Gen Spindler, subj: SAMS, 24 Jun 60.


220. Ltr (S/Gp3), aqd Gen Thomas S. Power, CINCAC to LtGen Bernard A. Schriever, Comdr ARDC, no subj, 24 Jun 60.

221. Ltr (S/Gp3), Hq USAF, AFCIN to ICS/E, subj: SAMS, 24 Jun 60.


223. Ltr (S/Gp3), fn Col Lowell R. May, Chairman, Satellite Intelligence Requirement Committee to Secretary, United States Requirements Committee, subj: Transmittal of Intelligence Requirements for Satellite Reconnaissance Systems of which SAMS is an Example, 29 Jun 60, v/1 Atch: Proposed letter of 30D.

224. Supplemental Hq USAF Guidance to ARDC, SAC and ADC Concerning SAMS (S/Gp3), 29 Jun 60.


226. Ltr (S/Gp3), fn USAF, AFDS-AT to Multiple Addresses, subj: SAMS, 30 Jun 60, v/o Atchs.

227. Ltr (S/Gp3), fn USAF, AFDS-Panel, to Reconnaissance Panel and SAMS working Group Members, subj: Minutes of Joint Meeting of Reconnaissance Panel and SAMS Working Group, 1 Jul 60, 3 Jul 60, v/4 Atchs of 5 Atchs: 1. Ltr fn LtGen Wilson to ARDC, 1 Jul 60 (2); 2. Ltr fn Gen White to Gen Power, 24 Jun 60 (6); 3. Supplemental Guidance by Gen White (3); 4. Factors considered in Guidance Preparation (5).
228. Intelligence Requirements for Satellite Reconnaissance Systems of which SANDS is an Example (S/Gp3), 5 Jul 60, v/o Atchs.

229. Ltr (S/Gp3), AFOSR-RM/Panel to Reconnaissance Panel and SAMOS Working Group Members, subj: Minutes of Joint Meeting of the Reconnaissance Panel and SAMOS Working Group, 6 Jul 60, 6 Jul 60.

230. Ltr (S/Gp3), AFOSR-RM/Panel to Reconnaissance Panel and SAMOS Working Group Members, subj: Minutes of Joint Meeting of the Reconnaissance Panel and SAMOS Working Group, 7 Jul 60, 11 Jul 60.

231. Msg (S/Gp3), Hq USAF to Comdr ARDC, info: Comdr AFSC, 20 Jul 60.

232. Ltr, AFSC (WNEP-3), to WDE-1, DDE and WDE in Turn, subj: Request for Approval - P-61-WD-59, 25 Jul 60.


234. Special Order No. 540, AFSCD 27 Jul 60.

235. Ltr (S/Gp3), JCL MDC (ISS, to WDZ, subj: SAMOS System Improvement, 29 Jul 60.

236. SO No. 552, AFSCD 4 Aug 60.

237. Ltr (C/Gp4), WDZ to Col Paul J. Heran, Chairman, Source Selection Board, 2-6 SAMOS, 30 Jul 60.

238. Msg (S/Gp3), Hq AFSCD to AFSCD Field Office, Patrick AFSC, 1-3-60, 2 Aug 60.

239. Msg (S/Gp3), Hq AFSCD to 4th Div, Vandenberg AFB, info: ARDC, WDE 4-8-3, 4 Aug 60.

240. Msg (S/Gp3), Hq AFSCD to Comdr ARDC, WDZ-6-8-20, 7 Aug 60.

241. Ltr, WDZ to WDZ, subj: RAND Letter L-15001, v/1 Atch, Ltr RAND Corp, 28 Jul 60.

242. Ltr, WDZ to Lt. Herschel J. Brown, JR and Gen Mgr, Lockheed Missile and Space Division, no subj, 13 Aug 60.


244. SANDS Launch Schedule Revisions (S/Gp3), 11 Aug Development Plan.

245. Ltr (WDE), WDZ to Col Evans (WDZ), subj: Issuance of RT's on the SANDS Space Source, 12 Aug 60, v/1 Atch: MN, 12 Aug 60.


249. MFR (S/Gp3), prepared by Maj. H. C. Howard, AFSD, subj: SAMOS Management Plan, 22 Aug 60, w/1 Atch: Changes to the Current Status Report SAMOS.

250. Ltr, AFCCS to Deputies, Directors and Chiefs of Comparable Offices (No. 10), subj: Briefings for Individuals outside of the Executive Branch of the Federal Government, 29 Aug 60.


252. Secretary of the Air Force Order No. 116.1, subj: The Director of the SAMOS Project, 31 Aug 60.

253. Memoranum for the Chief of Staff from Dudley G. Sharp, Secretary of the Air Force, 31 Aug 60, w/1 Atch: List of assigned personnel.


256. SO No. 649 AFED 2 Sep 60.

257. Ltr (C/Gp3), WDD to WDD, subj: Thor Boosters for SAMOS Program, 6 Sep 60.


261. GO No. 96 ARDC (FOU), subj: Discontinuance of 4909th Data Processing Squadron, 21 Sep 60.
262. Director of SAMOS and Deputy Commander Space Programs Organization, 22 Sep 60.

263. GO No. 40 DAF, subj: Abolishment of the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Guided Missiles, 23 Sep 60.

264. Ltr, AFMBD (WDC), sgd BrigGen Harvard W. Powell, to Deputy Commanders, Deputy Chiefs of Staff, Chiefs of Special Staff Offices, Chiefs of Offices through Directorate Level and Commanders of AFMBD Subordinate Organizations, subj: Correspondence Pertaining to the SAMOS Project, 26 Sep 60.

265. Ltr (S/Gp3), SAMOS-IDP to WDC, subj: Items for Inclusion in AFMBD Chronology for Period 1 Jan - 30 Jun 60, 23 Sep 60, w/o Atch.

266. SAMOS Directives and/or Guidance (S/Gp3), ca Oct 1960.

267. SAMOS Program Progress Report Month Ending 30 Sep 60 (RCS: DD-FMS (H) 397, 10 Oct 60.


269. Msg from AFBMD to ARDC, WDLP-17-10-7, 18 Oct 60.


273. Mission Statement, 659th Test Wing, 29 Dec 60.


277. AFBMD News Release 60-82, subj: SAMOS II Fact Sheet, ca 31 Jan 61.

278. Msg (C/Gp3), to AFCCS to ARDC, AFCCS 87525, 0923197. Feb 61.

279. SO No. C-15, ARDC, 16 Feb 61.
